
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a consultant, network. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for consultant, network

Take ownership of systems and SLAs in scope, act as SPOC for technical
issues
Analyze current network design and operational standards
Participate in user acceptance testing and other production activities
Facilitate changes to the network enrollment process to accomodate a
paperless environment
Compose and create Process and Procedure documents
Be knowledgeable in IT sourcing and change management projects
encompassing all aspects of IT, such as
Resolves first-level and second-level network related issues and incidents
Participate or lead troubleshooting complex network problems
Global network design and network/component standards, network
roadmaps, audit compliance
Delivering DELLEMC Hybrid Cloud engagements to DELLEMC customers,
with a focus on the use of VMware virtual networking tools (NSX) in addition
to Data Center blueprinting

Qualifications for consultant, network

7+ years of military service within a communications specialty tactical data
communications, technical controller, satellite communications, cyber
security, or 7+ years of experience within network engineering and other
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Expert-level industry certifications within the network engineering field such
as CCIE (full), JNCIE (full), or equivalent
Demonstrated expertise in network design –ability to lead a design-related
discussion with leading questions to fully vet a customer’s requirements and
develop a proposed design fulfilling said requirements, identify potential
impacts of a given design recommendation, knowledge of other technologies
and their network requirements/impact, ability to produce comprehensive yet
understandable technical documentation (design document, diagrams)
Demonstrated expertise in the implementation and troubleshooting of
complex networks
Demonstrated communication and relational skills – able to form a trusted
advisor relationship with a customer, able to listen and guide a technical
discussion, able to clearly articulate complex topics
Does not require direct supervision - able to take high level direction and
proactively move a project from start to finish with minimal assistance


